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About
The Supply
Register
Our vision is to
transform recruitment
in the changing world of
education.
We believe schools can fill their supply
roles more cost-effectively and with less
hassle — and that they can do it with
technology.
By connecting schools with education
professionals and agencies, we’re able to
streamline recruitment processes – saving
schools time and money.
What’s more, our dedicated regional
Partnership Management Teams are here
to support you every step of the way –
serving local schools with local teachers.

“The Supply Register has
supported the Trust in
establishing a framework for
supply, which not only delivers
value for money but also enables
a greater degree of enhanced
transparent management reports
and data.”
Bobby Thandi, Deputy CEO
at L.E.A.D. Academy Trust

Challenges
of Supply
Cover

Spiraling
agency costs

Disengaged
supply staff

Lack of
compliance
and control

We understand the
challenges schools face.
With local authority supply cover
provisions falling to less than 2%, schools
have become precariously dependent on
agencies and are often paying well over
the odds to fill vacancies.

Absence of
reporting/
management
information

That’s where we come in. The Supply
Register is perfectly placed to help
schools, academies and multi academy
trusts to fill vacancies – with less hassle
and reduced costs.

Increasing
demand

Outdated
supply models

Inadequate
coverage/supply

Our Unique
Supply
Model
At The Supply Register,
we are dedicated to
making education
recruitment easier,
quicker and more costeffective.
Over the last five years, we have
developed a bespoke solution to fit the
needs of the education sector.
Our custom-built platform gives schools
complete control by helping you build a
‘bank’ of cover staff, streamline processes
and cut your supply bill by up to 25%.

“By using The Supply Register,
the number of calls and emails
to source supply cover has
been substantially reduced.
The software is user friendly,
flexible and adaptable to
the needs of the school, can
be configured to our own
specification and we have
been able to demonstrate cost
savings and better monitor our
agency performance.”
James, Headteacher, Surrey

School
Benefits
A unique supply model
that cuts costs and
improves quality.
With The Supply Register, the indirect
costs and time savings derived from
processing hundreds of timesheets and
invoices per month are eradicated and
replaced with one clear invoice per week.
What’s more, all our candidates are
strictly vetted and paid at the best
market rates, so when you work with us
you know you’ll have access to the best
quality teaching and support staff to
build your talent bank.

Simplified
Administration

Cutting Edge
Technology

Staff Bank
Creation

Transparency
and Control

Increased
Compliance

Automated MI
and Reporting

Agency PSL
Management

Cost
Savings

Why Choose
The Supply
Register?
Created with the ambition
to think differently about
school recruitment.
The Supply Register are a forwardthinking organisation, driven to make a
difference and founded on the principles
of trust, equality and fairness.
We’re challenging the status quo –
helping both schools and candidates to
secure a better deal.
Our Frameworks

Our Accreditations

Over the last five
years, we’ve delivered
improvements and
more than £2 million
in savings and today
we’re proud to be
partnered with
hundreds of schools
across the UK.

“During the past four years,
The Supply Register has spent
time getting to know us as a
MAT and the people who make
our Trust what it is...
They have taken great care
in developing our bank of
staff and PSL with people
and agencies who can meet
the skill sets we are looking
for but also the culture of our
organisation.”
Sara Mills, Resourcing Manager
at L.E.A.D. Academy Trust

Our Values
Our values are
embedded in
everything we do at
The Supply Register.
From the initial meeting with every
candidate or school to our dedication
to our employees and internal
recruitment process, we hold true to
them every step of the way to make
sure we are the best employer and
recruitment partner we can be.

BRAVE
GENUINE
IMAGINATIVE
RELIABLE

Our
Technology
Streamline your school’s
recruitment processes
with The Supply Register.
Technology is transforming how we all
work for the better, and it’s this cuttingedge technology that is at the heart of
The Supply Register.
We believe our unique, custom-built
platform is the most comprehensive
currently available to schools and one
of the easiest to use; and thanks to our
mobile app, reaching staff and supply
agencies is quicker, simpler and more
convenient than ever before.

Request a free demo:
01785 472 481
info@supplyregister.uk

Our
Candidates
“The collaboration between
the NASUWT and The Supply
Register is a significant step
towards supply teachers
having the certainty of
knowing they will be
employed in a fair way and
will be paid a fair wage for
their vital work.”
Former NASUWT General
Secretary Christina Keates

At The Supply Register,
we are committed to
ending the cycle where
supply teachers get less,
and schools pay more.
We attract top quality candidates who
enjoy many benefits, including:





Simpler communication
Streamlined administration
Single better rate of pay
Accredited CPD support

The Skills Network
All our candidates have access to CPD
opportunities through our partnership
with The Skills Network, helping to ensure
you always have knowledgeable and
skilled supply staff in your school.

Our Agency
Partners
The Supply Register
is nothing without our
partner agencies.
We are proud of our growing list of
agency partners, who each play a vital
role in ensuring that no classroom is left
without a teacher.
Every supply agency we work with signs
a contract to supply at banded pay and
standard charge rates. Unless specifically
requested by the school, all our agencies
are placed on a level playing field and
therefore compete on performance and
quality of supply staff.

“In an age of technology and
when schools and academies
are looking to drive out better
value for money when dealing
with supply agencies, by working
with The Supply Register we
can enhance our reputation as
a company that puts that first.
Importantly for us, payments from
The Supply Register are always
on time, and any queries to the
different departments are handled
effectively and efficiently.
We look forward to continuing
this partnership and would happily
recommend The Supply Register
as a company to work with.”
Director, Panel Agency, Nottingham

Our
Partnerships
When it comes to
working with schools, we
know our stuff.
The Supply Register continues to grow
rapidly and today we are proud to be
partnered with many multi academy
trusts and schools across the UK, saving
over £2 million on supply cover spend
since 2016.
We work across England and Wales,
with dedicated regional Partnership
Management teams covering large
parts of the country, including the West
Midlands, East Midlands, North West,
South West, London and Yorkshire.
Whether you’re looking for support
to fill a single vacancy or a long-term
resourcing partner, we can tailor a
partnership package that’s right for you.
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